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1
Dieting “Significance” and the
Case of Vioxx

The rationale for the 5% “accept-reject syndrome” which afflicts
econometrics and other areas requires immediate attention.
arnold zellner 1984, 277
The harm from the common misinterpretation of p ⫽ 0.05 as an
error probability is apparent.
james o. berger 2003, 4

Precision Is Nice but Oomph Is the Bomb
Suppose you want to help your mother lose weight and are considering
two diet pills with identical prices and side effects. You are determined to
choose one of the two pills for her.
The first pill, named Oomph, will on average take off twenty pounds.
But it is very uncertain in its effects—at plus or minus ten pounds (you can
if you wish take “plus or minus” here to signify technically “two standard errors around the mean”). Oomph gives a big effect, you see, but
with a high variance.
Alternatively the pill Precision will take off five pounds on average. But
it is much more certain in its effects. Choosing Precision entails a probable
error of plus or minus a mere one-half pound. Pill Precision is estimated,
in other words, much more precisely than is Oomph, at any rate in view of
the sampling schemes that measured the amount of variation in each.
So which pill for Mother, whose goal is to lose weight?
The problem we are describing is that the sizeless sciences—from
agronomy to zoology—choose Precision over Oomph every time.
23
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Being precise is not, we repeat, a bad thing. Statistical significance at
some arbitrary level, the favored instrument of precision lovers, reports on
a particular sort of “signal-to-noise ratio,” the ratio of the music you can
hear clearly relative to the static interference. Clear signals are nice, especially so in the rare cases in which the noise of small samples and not of
misspecification or other “real” errors (as Gosset put it) is your chief problem. A high signal-to-noise ratio in the matter of random samples is helpful if your biggest problem is that your sample is too small, though the
clarity of the signal itself is a radically incomplete criterion for making a
rational decision.
The signal-to-noise ratio is calculated by dividing a measure of what
one wants—the sound of a Miles Davis number, the losing of body fat, the
impact of the interest rate on capital investment—by a measure of the uncertainty of the signal such as the variability caused by static interference
on the radio or the random variation from a smallish sample. In diet pill
terms the noise—the uncertainty of the signal, the variability—is the random effects, such as the way one person reacts to the pill by contrast with
the way another person does or the way one unit of capital input interacts
with the financial sector compared with some other. In formal hypothesistesting terms, the signal—the observed effect—is typically compared to a
“null hypothesis,” an alternative belief. The null hypothesis is a belief
used to test against the data on hand, allowing one to find a difference
from it if there really is one.
In the weight loss example one can choose the null hypothesis to be a
literal zero effect, which is a very common choice of a null. That is, the average weight loss afforded by each diet pill is being tested against the null
hypothesis, or alternative belief, that the pill in question will not take any
weight at all off Mom. The formula for the signal-to-noise ratio is:
Observed Effect—Hypothesized Null Effect
Variation of Observed Effect

Plugging in the numbers from the example yields for pill Oomph (20 ⫺0)/
10 ⫽ 2 and for pill Precision (5 ⫺0)/0.5. ⫽ 10. In other words, the signalto-noise ratio of pill Oomph is 2 to 1 and of pill Precision 10 to 1. Precision, we find, gives a much clearer signal—five times clearer.
All right, then, once more: which pill for Mother? Recall: the pills are
identical in every other way, including price and side effects. “Well,” say
our significance-testing, sizeless scientific colleagues, “the pill with the
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highest signal-to-noise ratio is Precision. Precision is what scientists want
and what the people, such as your mother, need. So, of course, choose
Precision.”
But Precision is obviously the wrong choice. Wrong for Mother’s
weight management program and wrong for the many other victims of
the sizeless scientist. The sizeless scientist decides whether something is
important or not—she decides “whether there exists an effect,” as she
puts it—by looking not at the something’s oomph but at how precisely it
is estimated. Diet pill Oomph is potent, she admits. But, after all, it is very
imprecise, promising to shed anything from 10 to 30 pounds. Diet pill
Precision will, by contrast, shed only 4.5 to 5.5 pounds, she concedes,
but, goodness, it is very precise—in Fisher’s terms, very statistically significant. From 1925 to 1962, Ronald A. Fisher instructed scientists in
many fields to choose Precision over Oomph every time. Now they do.
Common sense, like Gosset himself, would of course recommend
Oomph. Mom wants to lose weight, not gain precision. Mom cares about
the spread around her waist. She cares little—or not at all—for the spread
around the average of an imaginary, infinitely repeated, random sample.
The minimax solution (to pick one type of loss function) is obvious: in all
states of the world, Oomph dominates Precision. Oomph wins. Choosing
the inferior pill, that is, pill Precision, instead maximizes failure—the failure to lose up to an additional 25.5 (30 ⫺4.5) pounds. You should have
picked Oomph.
Statistical significance, or sampling precision, says nothing about the
oomph of a variable or model. Yet scientists in economics and medicine
and the other statistical fields are deciding about oomph on the basis of
this one kind of precision. A lottery is a lottery is a lottery, they seem to
be saying. A pile of hay is a pile of hay; a mustard packet is a child.
The attention lavished on the signal-to-noise ratio is difficult to fathom,
even for acoustical purists such as the noted violinist Stefan Hersh. “Even
I get the point about the phoniness of statistical significance,” he said to
Ziliak one day over lunch. It seems to be hard for scientists trained in Fisherian methods to see how bizarre the methods in fact are and increasingly
harder the better trained in Fisherian methods they are.
The level of significance, precision so defined, says what? That “one in
a hundred times in samples like this one, if random, the signals will be
confused.” Or “Nine times out of ten, if the problem is a sampling problem, the data will line up this way relative to the assumed hypothesis without specifying how important the deviations or signal confusions are.”
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Logically speaking, a measurement of sampling precision can’t possibly be
the end of the inquiry. In the sizeless sciences, from economics to medicine,
though, it is. If a result is “precise” in the narrow sense of sampling, then
it is hailed as “significant.”
Rarely do the sizeless scientists speak in Neyman’s sampling terms about
confidence intervals or in Gosset’s non-sampling terms about real “error
bars” (Student 1927). Even more rarely do they speak of the relevant range
of effects in the manner of Leamer’s (1982) “extreme bounds analysis.”
And still more rarely do they attend to all the different kinds of errors,
errors more dangerous, Gosset insisted, than mere error from sampling—
which is merely the easiest error to know and to control. They focus and
stare fixedly at tests on the single-point percentage of red balls and white
balls drawn hypothetically repeatedly and independently from an urn of
nature. (Fisherians do not literally conduct repeated experiments. The
brewer did.) But the test of “significance” defined this way, a number—a
single point in a distribution—without a scale on which to judge its relevance, says almost nothing. It says nothing at all about what people want
unless they want only insurance against a particular kind of sampling
error—Type I error, the error of undue skepticism—along a scale on which
every red ball or white ball has the same impact on life and judgment.
A century and a half ago Charles Darwin said he had “no Faith in anything short of actual Measurement and the Rule of Three,” by which he
appeared to mean the peak of arithmetical accomplishment in a nineteenth-century gentleman, solving for x in “6 is to 3 as 9 is to x.” Some
decades later, in the early 1900s, Karl Pearson shifted the meaning of the
Rule of Three—“take 3 [three standard deviations] as definitely significant”—and claimed it for his new journal of significance testing, Biometrika.1 Even Darwin late in life seems to have fallen into the confusion.
Francis Galton (1822–1911), Darwin’s first cousin, mailed Darwin a variety of plants. Darwin had been thinking about point estimates on the
heights of self- and cross-fertilized plants that depart three “probable errors” or more from the assumed hypothesis, a difference in height significant at about the 1 percent level.
But the gentlemanly faith in the New Rule of Three was misplaced. A
statistically significant difference at the 1 percent level (an estimate departing three or more standard deviations from what after Fisher we call the
null) may for purposes of botanical or evolutionary significance be of zero
importance (cf. Fisher 1935, 27–41). That is, some cause of natural selection may have a high probability of replicability in additional samples but
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Fig. 1.1. Minimum oomph is what you’re looking for or should. (Adapted from
figure 1 in Erik Thorbecke, “Economic and Statistical Significance: Comments on
‘Size Matters,’” Journal of Socio-Economics 33 [5, 2004]: 573. Copyright © Erik
Thorbecke 2004, with permission from Elsevier Press.)

be trivial. Yet, on the other hand, a cause may have a low probability of
replicability but be important. This is what we mean when we say that a
test of significance is neither necessary nor sufficient for a finding of importance. In significance testing the substantive question of what matters
and how much has been translated into a 0 to 1.0 probability, regardless
of the nature of the substance, probabilistically measured.
After Fisher, the loss function intuited by Gosset has been mislaid. It
has been mislaid by scientists wandering our academic hallways transfixed in a sizeless stare. That economists have lost it is particularly baffling. Economists would call the missing value of oomph the “reservation
price” of a possible course of action, the opportunity cost at the margin
of individual-level or groupwise decision. Without it our actual measurements—our economic decisions—come up short (fig. 1.1). As W. Edwards
Deming put it, “Statistical ‘significance’ by itself is not a rational basis for
action” (1938, 30).
Yet excellent publishing scientists in the sizeless sciences talk as though
they think otherwise. They talk as though establishing the statistical significance of a number in the Fisherian sense is the same thing as establishing the significance of the number in the common sense. Here, for example,
is a sentence from an article in economic science coauthored by a scientist
we regard as among the best of his generation, Gary Becker (b. 1930), a
Nobel laureate of 1992. Becker’s article was published in a leading journal
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in 1994: “The absolute t ratio [the signal-to-noise ratio, using Student’s t]
associated with the coefficients of this variable is 5.06 in model (i), 5.54 in
model (ii), and 6.45 in model (iii). . . . These results suggest [because Student’s t exceeds 2.0] that decisions about current consumption depend on
future price” (Becker, Grossman, and Murphy 1994, 404; italics supplied).
Notice the rhetoric of depend/not-depend, exist/not-exist, whether/ not,
and significant/insignificant even from such a splendid economic scientist as
Becker. He has confused a measurement of sampling precision—that is, the
size of the t statistics—with a quantitative/behavioral demonstration—that
is, the size of the coefficients. Something is wrong.

“Significance” and Merck
Merck was in 2005 the third-largest drug manufacturer in the United
States. Its painkiller Vioxx was first distributed in the United States in 1999
and by 2003 had been marketed in over eighty countries. At its peak in
2003 Vioxx (also known as Ceoxx) brought in some $2.5 billion. In that
year a seventy-three-year-old woman died suddenly of a heart attack while
taking as directed her prescribed Vioxx pills. Anticipating a lawsuit the senior scientists and company officials at Merck, newspaper accounts have
said, huddled over the statistical significance of the original clinical trial.
From what an outsider can infer, the report of the clinical trial appears
to have been fudged. Data that made Vioxx look bad were allegedly simply
omitted from the report. A rheumatologist at the University of Arizona
and lead author of the 2003 Vioxx study, Jeffrey Lisse, admitted later that
not he but Merck “actually wrote the report.” Perhaps there is some explanation of the Vioxx study consistent with a more reputable activity than
data fudging. We don’t know.
“Data fudging and significance testing are not the same,” you will say.
“Most of us do not commit fraud.” True. But listen.
The clinical trial was conducted in 2000, and the findings were published three years later in the Annals of Internal Medicine (Lisse et al.
2003). The scientific article reported that “five [note the number, five] patients taking Vioxx had suffered heart attacks during the trial, compared
with one [note the number, one] taking naproxen [the generic drug, such
as Aleve, given to a control group], a difference that did not reach statistical significance.”2 The signal-to-noise ratio did not rise to 1.96, the 5
percent level of significance that the Annals of Internal Medicine uses as
a strict line of demarcation, discriminating the “significant” from the in-
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significant, the scientific from the nonscientific, in Fisher’s and today’s conventional way of thinking.
Therefore, Merck claimed, given the lack of statistical significance at
the 5 percent level, there was no difference in the effects of the two pills.
No difference in oomph on the human heart, they said, despite a Vioxx
disadvantage of about 5 to 1. Then the alleged fraud: the published article neglected to mention that in the same clinical trial three additional
takers of Vioxx, including the seventy-three-year-old woman whose survivors brought the problem to public attention, suffered heart attacks.
Eight, in fact, suffered or died in the clinical trial, not five. It appears that
the scientists, or the Merck employees who wrote the report, simply
dropped the three observations.
Why? Why did they drop the three? We do not know for sure. The
courts are deciding. But an outsider could be forgiven for inferring that
they dropped the three observations in order to get an amount of statistical significance low enough to claim—illogically, but this is the usual
procedure—a zero effect. That’s the pseudo-qualitative problem created
by the backward logic of Fisher’s method. Statistical significance, as the
authors of the Vioxx study were well aware, is used as an on-off switch
for establishing scientific credibility. No significance, no risk to the heart.
That appears to have been their logic.
Fisher would not have approved of data fudging. But it was he who developed and legislated the on-off switch that the Vioxx scientists and the
Annals (and, to repeat, many courts themselves) mechanically indulged.
In this case, as in many others, the reasoning is that if you can keep your
sample small enough—by dropping parts of it, for example, especially, as
in this apparently fraudulent case, the unfavorable results—you can claim
insignificance and continue marketing. In the published article on Vioxx
you can see that the authors believed they were testing, with that magic formula, whether an effect existed. “The Fisher exact test,” they wrote in typical sizeless scientific fashion, and in apparent ignorance of the scientific
values of Gosset, “was used to compare incidence of confirmed perforations, ulcers, bleeding, thrombotic events, and cardiovascular events. . . .
All statistical tests . . . were performed at an ␣ level of 0.05” (Lisse et al.
2003, 541).
If the Merck scientists could get the number of heart attacks down to
five, you see, they could claim to other sizeless scientists that the harmful
effect wasn’t there, didn’t exist, had no oomph, was in fact zero. The damage was actually naproxen takers one victim, Vioxx takers eight victims,
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not five. Other things equal, the relative toll of Vioxx to naproxen was 8
to 1, leaning strongly against Vioxx. And with the sample size the scientists had the true eight heart attacks were in fact statistically significant
even by the 5 percent Fisher criterion—good enough, that is, by their own
standard of sampling precision, to be counted as a scientific “finding” in
the Annals. But Merck didn’t want to find that its Vioxx was dangerous.
So it pretended that the deaths were insignificant.
In a scientific culture depending on a crude version of precision and the
sizeless stare, “significance” was, sociologically speaking, Merck’s problem. Merck wanted the unfavorable results to be statistically insignificantly
different from a zero effect so that it could claim no effect. It misunderstood the significance of significance. That was not, of course, the sin itself.
Dropping the three observations was the sin, if in truth it happened. But,
as Roman Catholic theologians put it, the occasion for sin appears to have
been the Fisherian rhetoric of 5 percent significance.
At five or eight in the “failure” class the sample size, you might say,
must have been too small to make the judgment: with such small numbers one cannot tell what is important. But that’s not right, since what
matters is the total sample size, not the rare heart attacks, a sample size
that was anyway large enough to satisfy the editors of the journal. And
anyway, small samples can show important effects. World War I happened only once (N ⫽ 1), yet it was significant. You were born only once
(N ⫽ 1), yet you have loved and lost. One California man (insignificant
at the .05 level) threw a woman’s dog into oncoming traffic (N ⫽ 1), and
the state responded by toughening “road rage” laws. Gosset himself invented Student’s t with a sample of bulk barley of size N ⫽ 2 (Student
1908a, 23). A small sample, we repeat, is rarely the big scientific problem. Interpretation is.
Gosset would have rejected the interpretation of the Vioxx scientists
and their “insignificant” 5-to-1 ratio of heart attacks. Statistical significance or its lack at an arbitrarily high or low level is not the issue, Gosset
always said. The 5 percent philosophy invented by Fisher and enforced by
the Annals of Internal Medicine, Gosset would say, was part of the problem, not the solution. “What the odds should be,” Gosset wrote in 1904,
“depends: (1) On the degree of accuracy which the nature of the experiment allows, and (2) On the importance of the issues at stake.”3 Merck
wanted “importance of the issues at stake” to mean “odds of an absolute
criterion, p ⬍ 0.05, regardless of the importance of the loss or gain from
the drug.” Therefore Merck said that “there were too few end points to
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allow . . . authoritative conclusions about the relative effects . . . on cardiovascular events” (Lisse et al. 2003, 545).
Widows and widowers and sound-thinking scientists are on Gosset’s
side. But internally at Merck it was tough for scientists to be. It appears
from newspaper accounts that a Dr. Edward Scolnick, a top research
scientist at Merck from 1985 to 2002, was silenced internally for saying
in a company e-mail that the “benefits and risks” of Vioxx have not been
“fairly” considered, that statistical significance was being treated in an
un-Gossetian way.
Merck took Vioxx off the market. But it is in trouble and faces many
trials in a nonstatistical sense of the word (more than 4,200 suits had been
filed as of August 20, 2005). The lawsuits over Vioxx are going to force
Merck’s lawyers, alas, to defend the Fisherian misuse of statistical significance. If an attorney on the anti-Merck side can grasp the argument we
are making here and persuade a judge or jury that sizeless science is nonscience, she will make herself and her clients very rich and make new and
better law and encourage new and better science.

The Whale of Significance
Our colleagues in the sizeless sciences get very upset by our Vioxx story.
But they don’t offer persuasive reasons for 5 percent science. Unreasoning anger is a quite common reaction to challenges to the Fisherian orthodoxy. We implore our colleagues not to use their anger to dodge the
main point. Tell us, please, what the arguments for Fisherian procedures
are. Don’t merely get angry at our style or our presumption or our appeals
to a beer brewer. Tell us where we go wrong.
Another story. The Japanese government in June 2005 increased the
limit on the number of whales that may be annually killed in Antarctica—
from around 440 annually to over 1,000 annually. Deputy Commissioner
Akira Nakamae explained why: “We will implement JARPA-2 [the plan for
the higher killing] according to the schedule, because the sample size is
determined in order to get statistically significant results” (Black 2005).
The Japanese hunt the whales, they claim, in order to collect scientific data
on them. That and whale steaks. The commissioner is right: increasing
sample size, other things equal, does increase the statistical significance of
the result.4 It is, after all, a mathematical fact that statistical significance increases, other things equal, as sample size increases. Thus the theoretical
standard error of JARPA-2, s(440
⫹ 560) [given for example the simple
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mean formula], yields more sampling precision than the standard error of
JARPA-1, s(440).
 In fact, it raises the significance level to Fisher’s 5 percent cutoff. So the Japanese government has a found a formula for killing
more whales, annually some 560 additional victims, under the cover of
getting the conventional level of Fisherian statistical significance for their
“scientific” studies.
Around the same time that significance testing was sinking deeply into
the life and human sciences, Jean-Paul Sartre noted a personality type.
“There are people who are attracted by the durability of a stone. They
wish to be massive and impenetrable; they wish not to change.” “Where,
indeed,” Sartre asked, “would change take them? . . . What frightens them
is not the content of truth, of which they have no conception, but the form
itself of truth, that thing of indefinite approximation”(1948, 18). Sartre
could have been talking about the psychological makeup of the most rigid
of the significance testers.5
Significance unfortunately is a useful means toward personal ends in
the advance of science—status and widely distributed publications, a big
laboratory, a staff of research assistants, a reduction in teaching load, a
better salary, the finer wines of Bordeaux. Precision, knowledge, and control. In a narrow and cynical sense statistical significance is the way to
achieve these. Design experiment. Then calculate statistical significance.
Publish articles showing “significant” results. Enjoy promotion.
But it is not science, and it will not last.

